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National

Cancer

Program

1976 It is now five years since the While the National Cancer Pro

passage of the National Cancer gram has had the strong support

Act of 1971. This provides a of the Congress, the Administra

proper occasion to assess our prog - tion , the public , and a large seg

ress and to consider the oppor mentof thescientific community ,

tunities for making the Federal criticismsare still coming in from

support of cancer research more many quarters. This is to be ex

effective. With a fourfold increase pected in a program of this size

in the budget, the National and complexity, and these criti

Cancer Institute has been able to cisms need careful listening to

support during the past five years and even more careful sortingout.

themost extensive program in bio. There are hard thingsbeing said ,

medicalresearch ever undertaken and we need to think our way

anywhere. There is no question carefully through the answers.

that there has been during this I would like to deal in this report

period an enormous extension of with several of the important

our science base and our knowl- questions that continue to arise

edge as a result of the vast amount and see if we can , to some extent

of highly excellent fundamental at least, separate myth and mis

basic research that has been sup - conceptions from valid criticisms.

ported . But this extension of our

knowledge only underlines how

vast are the areas of ignorance BENNO C . SCHMIDT, LL. B .,

which remain . Just as the past
Chairman

five years have brought a greatly

enlarged science base, they have

also brought important improve

ments in the clinic in dealing with

cancer, but here again our prog

ress only serves to emphasizehow

far wehave to go.



Support of

Basic ResearchIssues

The twomost important and per- penditures are siphoning off the

sistent questions about the cancer funds which should be used for

program deal with opposite sides research ; that there is a lack of

ofthesameissue. On the onehand appreciation of the necessity for

it is said that there is not a suf- training the manpower that is

ficient recognition in the cancer needed to provide for the continu

program of the importance of ity of excellence that good re

fundamental basic research . The search demands; that environ

opposite and equally vehement mental carcinogenesis is receiving

criticism is that we are spending too little emphasis; and that the

too much on fundamentalbasic re- cancer program is raising false

search and not enough on applied hopes and false expectations that

and clinical research oriented will result in disillusionment and

toward a more immediate payoff. ultimate abandonment of the

These questions go to the essence program to the detriment of all

ofwhether the cancer program science. These are the most fre

has the proper balance, and they quently voiced complaints. There

deserve serious and continuing are others , but the ones I have

consideration . Other criticismsof mentioned providemore than a

the program include the sug full agenda for this report.

gestion that those in charge ofthe

program are under the niistaken

impression that techniques of

business management can be used

to unravel the profound mystery

ofbiology; that an attempt is being

made to target research that can

not be targeted ; that we have be

come shackled by our own efforts

at planning in areas where plan

ning is impossible ; that our insist

ence on targeting has resulted in

an enhanced use of contracts at

the expense of grants, and that

contracts mean less effective re

search ; that our preoccupation

with centers is causing us to fund

second-rate research at places

called centers while first-rate re

search applications go begging in

our traditionally excellent educa

tional institutions; that control,

demonstration and service ex

First, is the cancer program

supporting enough basic research ?

To put the answer to that ques

tion in context, let us take a brief

look at a bit of history . In 1970 ,

when the Senate of the United

Statesappointed a Senate panel to

make recommendations with re

spect to cancer research , biomedi

cal research in generaland cancer

research in particularwere on the

back burner. The budget of the

NCIwas $ 180 million . In 1971, as

a result of the discussions which

the Senate panel stimulated in the

Congress, theNCIbudgetwas in

creased to $228 million . In 1972,

the first year after the passage of

the National Cancer Act, the

budget was $ 378 million . In 1973

it was $ 432 million . In 1974 , $ 589

million . In 1975, $691million . In

1976 , $ 762million ,and this year's

budgetis $815 million . As a result

of these increases, we have been

able to give this country programs

in both basic biomedical research

and clinically-oriented research

in cancer that are unprecedented ,

both in their scope and their ex

cellence. While the other insti

tutes of the NIH have not had

increases comparable to cancer,

the totalNIH budget for biomedi

cal research is $ 2 and one half bil

lion in 1977 compared to $ 1 bil

lion , 143 million in 1970.

In 1976 ,52 % oftheNCIbudget,or

$ 396 million , was spent on basic

research . This compares with

less than $ 100 million in 1970 .

Throughout the past five years,

theNational Cancer Program has

consistently devoted about one

half of the substantial budget in

creases to the support of basic re

search .Moreover, a large portion

of that is investigator- initiated ,

peer-reviewed , grant-supported ,

basic research . For example , of the

$ 396 million devoted to basic re

search in this year, $ 152 million

represents traditional research

grants, $58 million represents



the basic research portion of pro - at a farmore profound and sophis - is investigator-initiated , peer

gram project grants , $ 30 million ticated level than we possess to reviewed , grant-supported , basic

represents support of basic re- day. For we are, in truth , pro research being done under in

search in theexcellent Intramural foundly ignorant about the real creasingly rigorous standards of

Program on the NIH campus, $ 30 nature of cancer.Wedo not really peer review for excellence.

million is for construction and understand what happens. We Wemust continue the support of

fellowship grants in support of cannot fully explain the proc fundamental basic research , and

basic research , and $ 79 million esses, although there are now at: no one should assume that good

represents research contracts in tractive clues all over the place. basic research cannot be sup

areas, such as virology , which Virusesmay be centrally in ported by a categorical institute.

were already being supported by volved , in some cancers at least Whether this basic research in

the contractmechanism prior to they probably are, and therefore volves research directed at dis

the passage of the National virology is an important part of ease mechanisms, categorical in

Cancer Act of 1971, and which , the effort. The basic processes of the sense that investigators will

with strengthened peer review , cell differentiation and mem be driven by their own interest in

we have continued to supportby brane structure and physiology the puzzle of one disease or an

contract rather than disrupt good are surely involved , and we are other, or whether it is noncate
ongoing programs. These amounts moving in those areas. Carcino gorical, pure, undifferentiated

are spent in support of funda genesis, cellular genetics,molecu - biomedical research of the kind

mental research to expand our lar biology, immunological recog- that has taken us deep into the

knowledge at the most basic nition systems, the regulators of biological revolution ,wemust en

levels. So when my friend, Arthur growth and differentiation , per courage and support this type of

Kornberg, says, “ We don ' t know haps even influences of the nerv- research . It is the excellence of the

enough aboutbiology to do a ous system - all of these repre research that matters, not

proper job in spending huge sent fields for inquiry, and noneof whether it is supported by the

amounts ofmoney successfully on us can really predict at this stage Cancer Institute or the Institute

cancer ,” it seems to me that this of our ignorance where the most ofGeneral Medical Sciences. I

loses sight of the fact that a very crucialbits of information now lie think some scientists assume

substantial amount of the money hidden away from us. We are that if basic research is supported

provided for cancer research goes confronted by one of the most by theCancer Institute, it is some

to the support of excellent basic complexmysteries in all ofnature. how targeted or directed . That is

biological research in the very There are no books to follow for not so.

areas of ignorance to which Dr. instruction . Committees cannot One thing that worries me is the

Kornberg refers. provide us with the questions we developing notion that there is

During a recent hearing of the
need , much less the answers. We good basic biomedical research

Senate Health Subcommittee, I
must explore every lead that looks that is relevant and there is good

was asked whether we should be
like a good lead ,watching for sug basic biomedical research that is

recesrchsupporting so much basic research gestions. For work of this kind wegestions. For work of this kind we not relevant, and that scientists or

under the cancer program . The
are totally dependenton the flexi- administrators should be able to

question was, “ Can we afford so
bility of human imagination , tell the difference in advance.

much basic research or should we above all the imagination of our
The individual questions are

devote our funds to activities
youngest and brightest investi

much too small. It is the total of
where the probable payoff is more gators.

the science base that becomes
immediate and more apparent? ” We are looking for new ground ,

relevant, and any building block
Myanswer is thatwe cannot af- butwehavecomefar enough along

that elucidates cell structure or

ford not to supportbasic research . in the biological revolution to
mechanisms is relevant, although

Without it , there will be no pay know , for an absolute certainty , it may not seen so when described

offs . Basic research is still thelife- that the problem of cancer is an
separately in advance. Wemust

line of medicine. It is essential approachable and soluble biologi
not allow this notion or any other

in order to provide the science cal problem , even though none of to erode our support of the best

base upon which to build im us can predict when or at what
basic science.

proved technologies for preven cost. This is the reason that ex

tion , diagnosis, and treatment of penditures for basic research

cancer. What weneed at the end under the cancer program since

of the line, and simply must have 1972 have totaled well over $ 1

if cancer is to be eliminated from billion and a large fraction of this

the roster of major human dis

eases, is an understanding of the

underlying processes of cancer



Support of

Applied Research Cancer Control Program

h

Simultaneously with the ex parent that tumors are antigenic Under the cancer control pro

pansion of our knowledge through and immunotherapy therefore gram ,theCancer Institute is man

the support of fundamental re- will almost certainly becomean dated by the Congress to extend

search ,wemustalso makethe best important tool in treatment, par clinical research to demonstration

effort of which weare capable ticularly in the postoperative programs in those areas where

today in the areas of prevention , periods when low volumes of beneficial technologies exist but

diagnosis and treatmentof cancer . tumor exist. where their acceptance and utili

Thismeans thesupportofapplied It is quite possible then that even zation is not widespread . This is

research where an adequate with our existing tools wemay be an area that troubles a greatmany

science base exists and the sup- able to improve significantly the scientists because they are con

portof clinicalresearch for thede- survivalof patients today in those cerned that the entry of theNCI

velopment, application , and trial cases where tumors are resect
into the service area, even to this

of the best technologies of which able , there has been a tremendousbendous extent, will ultimately result in

we are capable. In 1976 , $ 241mil
increase in the past three or four the diminishing of its resources

lion was obligated under the can - years in the emphasis upon the for research . Fortunately, the

cer program for treatment re- use of chemotherapy and im Congress has to date been willing

search , ofwhich $68. 5 million was munotherapy postoperatively to to budget the control activities

spent for the direct support of
treat those patients with detect

separately, and I see no indication

research in clinical treatment. able or nondetectable micro
of a change in this policy . So long

While we have not had spectacu - metastases. Early results with as this is true, the NCI should be

lar breakthroughs in cancer com - these techniques are very en able to expend the control dollars

parable to the antibiotics in infec
couraging and it now appears

usefully without diminishing its

tious diseases or the polio vaccine, likely that cure rates will be ma research capability.

there is no question that the can - terially increased for such com In fiscal 1976 control expendi

cer patient has a better chance mon cancers as breast and colon
tures were $ 54 million and this

today in the handsof good cancer cancer over those achieved in thecancer over those achieved in the year they are budgeted at $60 mil

doctors than has been true at any past by surgery alone. lion . The more important control

time in the past. Not only are we These recentdevelopments repreprograms include breast cancer

doing better all the timewith
senta drastic alteration in theway

detection , cervical screening, pro

acute lymphocytic leukemia, os
medicine is practiced in this

grams for screening persons with

teogenic sarcoma, and a number of
country . Utilization of these ad

hazardous occupational or chemi

other tumors in children ,
vances in cancer treatment often

cal exposure, rehabilitation pro

Hodgkin 's disease and other
requiresthemeldingofthetalents

grams following cancer surgery,

lymphomas, buta new era has be
of several specialties, the surgeon

programs to enable Comprehen

gun in the use of combination
orradiation therapist, themedical

sive Centers to extend coopera

therapy in treatingthemore com
or pediatric oncologist, and the

tion to other hospitals in their

mon tumors. Postoperative or
researcher, and such a joint effort

areas,demonstration networks for

postradiation chemotherapy ap
hasnot been and is nottoday com

breast cancer and head and neck

pears to be effective in a large

mon medical practice. It must
cancer, community organized pro

number of cases to avoid metasta
becomemore common in cancer

grams in cancer control, and

sis and recurrence where surgery

therapy, so long as our basic
radiologic physics centers to assist

or radiation or both are used to
knowledge is at present levels,

hospitals throughout their areas
eliminate the primary tumor. In

and this is an area where I hope properly to plan and program
addition , it has now become ap

wecan look to the Comprehensive their radiation therapy.

Cancer Centers to lead the way.

In fact, someof the most signifi

cantadvances in cancer treatment

occur not as a direct product of

sponsored research but as normal

or unusualprogress in a good center

where surgeons, medical oncolo

gists, and researchers are working

together every day in thehandling

of cancer patients. This unspon

sored but natural fallout is one of

the greatest values to be derived

from the support through re

search , construction , and training

grants of this center type environ

ment.



Targeted Research

so .

hol

the scientific community. So, in

the last analysis, scientific initia

tive and peer-review , not the plan ,

determine the cancer program .

Scientists who are engaged in this

work at their own universities

know that the plan is not deter

mining what science they do or

how they do it. I have never felt

that worries about the plan were

particularly well- founded . Of

course there is a large element of

unplanned , untargeted , un

directed , investigator-initiated

science required in this under

taking, but no one thinks differ

ently and there is nothing in the

plan to cause them to think dif

ferently . The program is de

signed to provide an open system

with fair and even peer-review

and an environment optimal for

discovery. We need brilliance,

hard work , serendipity, and a

large measure of good luck. Ihope

weare doing nothing to block our

selves off from any of these.

As for the charge that the cancer hasbeen continued in order not to

program is overly targeted , Iwish impede strong ongoing programs.

I could make clear once and for all However, the present manage

the fact that those whomanage the ment of the NCI has been de

national cancer effort are not ob emphasizing the contractme

sessed with the idea of targeting. chanism in the support of basic

There is some applied research research and will continue to do

that can and should be targeted

because the science base exists ,
This brings me to the National

and in those cases, with theadvice
Cancer Plan which has been the

of the best scientists available , a subiect of so much criticism from

targeted effort is made. However, so many scientists. When Dr.
we are as aware as anyone any

James Watson was reported

where of the limitations of
recently as having said at M .I. T .

targeted research , and we are not that theNationalCancer Program

attempting to target the basic re was a “ sham ,” hewas, in fact, talk -
search , thatwill give us theunder

ing about the National Cancer
standing of the origins and nature Plan . Hemade this somewhat

of cancer. Similarly, with respect
clearer in a letter of apology than

to the issue of contracts vs. grants, he did in his speech , but there is

we have been substantially dimin
no question that he was talking

ishing the percentage of contract about the plan and not the pro
support and increasing grant sup

gram . I suspect that if we took a

port in the area of basic science,
vote, most scientists would be

and we intend to continue to do so . happier if there were no cancer

One of the problemsof communi plan - if there had never been a

cations hasbeen that our budgets
plan . It seems to imply to a lot of

often lump all contracts together,
people that somebody in a position

and this figure is sometimes taken of authority thinks that the prob
by members of the scientific com

lemsofcancer can be dealt with in

munity to represent contract re
the samemanner as the problems

search . In fact, over half of the
of building an atom bomb or

contract expenditures are for
landing a space craft on themoon .

necessary supplies and services
I assure you there is no such

which can only be obtained
thought. The plan is not designed

through the contract mechanism .
for the purpose of telling ushow to

The contract mechanism is used
run the program . The plan was an

for the support of basic research
attempt by the scientific commu

today principally in those areas
nity,by those responsible for

where it was in use prior to the
doing the science, to indicate

passage of the National Cancer
those areas which, at the present

Act, primarily cancer virology,
time, seem to offer the greatest

and in those limited areas its use
promise.Likemost plans,its prin

with strengthened peer-review
cipal value may well be in the

communicationswhich take place

during the planning process. It is

also a useful vehicle for assessing

theprogram on a continuing basis,

and presenting the program to

OMBand the Congress.However,

it doesnot put the program in any

sort of straitjacket nor does it put

blinders on those who are admin

istering the program . The pro

gram is, in fact, what goes on at

several hundred educational and

research institutions, plus the

intramural work at the NCI. This

is determined almost entirely by

the best peer-review available in



Research at Centers

Another frequently heard charge, Johns Hopkins Oncology

and one also recently repeated by Center, Baltimore

Dr.Watson at M .I. T . is that our Georgetown University-How

centers' support represents the ard University Comprehen

support of inferior research and sive Cancer Center, Wash

thus deprives institutions of ington , D . C .

greater excellence of that support. Duke University Comprehen -

This allegation does notwith sive Cancer Center, Durham

stand examination . In supporting Comprehensive Cancer Center

the 19 Comprehensive Centers of the State of Florida,Miami
that have thus far been recog

University of Alabama Com
nized ,weare not only helping to

prehensive Cancer Center,
bring better clinical care to a

Birmingham

greater number of our citizens,
Illinois Cancer Council,

butweare also supporting someof
Chicago

the best research institutions
University ofWisconsin Cancer

that exist in this country.
Center,Madison

At the time the National Cancer
Mayo Comprehensive Cancer

Act was passed , three institutions
Center, Rochester,

in the nation were recognized as Minnesota

having Comprehensive Cancer Colorado Regional Cancer
Centers. They were:

Center, Denver
Memorial Sloan -Kettering Can

University of Southern Cali
cer Center,New York City

fornia /Los Angeles County
M . D . Anderson Hospital and

Comprehensive Cancer
Tumor Institute , Houston

Center, Los Angeles
Roswell Park Memorial Insti

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Re
tute , Buffalo

search Center, Seattle

Since the passage of the Actat the Ohio State University Cancer

end of 1971, 16 additional insti Research Center, Columbus

tutions have been recognized as University of California , Los

Comprehensive Cancer Centers. Angeles Cancer Center, Los

They are : Angeles

Sidney Farber Comprehensive I think thatno onewould question

Cancer Center, Boston that the research done at these

Yale University Comprehen great institutions, both funda

sive Cancer Center,New mental and clinically oriented

Haven research , compares favorably

The Fox Chase Cancer Center, with the bestbiomedical research

Philadelphia done anywhere. Certainly these

institutions are also in the fore

front of those which provide the

best clinical care in cancer. The

advances that take place at these

institutions will greatly enhance

the success of our efforts against

cancer - both in the understand

ing of the disease and in treating

itduringour period of incomplete

understanding. We can be

enormously proud of our achieve

mentin extending so successfully

the number and geographic dis

tribution of these outstanding

Comp
Comprehensive Cancer Centers.

Thebelittling of the effectiveness

and accomplishments of these

great institutions reflects a sad

lack of understanding of the total

picture in cancer research and

treatment today.

By historic happenstance, the

term “ Centers Program ” at the

National Cancer Institute has

come to refer to all those institu

tions which receive “ core grants "

or “ program project grants ” or

both . Therefore, we support

under our Centers' Program re

search not only at the great insti

tutions which I have mentioned

as recognized Comprehensive

Cancer Centers, but also at many

other institutions that have been

called specialized centersbecause

they receive core or program proj

ect grants. These institutions in

clude Stanford , the University of

California, Indiana, Harvard ,

M .I. T ., the University of Minne

sota, Albert Einstein , Mount

Sinai, and some fifty other fine

institutions too numerous to

mention , but including, ironi

cally, Cold SpringHarbor Labora

tory, where Dr. Watson 's support

has gone from $435 ,000 in 1970

to $ 1, 962,665 in 1976 under the

NCI Centers' Program . So I say to

Dr. Watson and those like him

who question the excellence of the

research supported under the

Centers’ Program that peer-re

view is alive and well in the

Centers’ Program just as it is in

the other programsof theNational

Cancer Institute.

There is a legitimate worry about

the Comprehensive Cancer

Centers which relates to future

funding in the event of the recog

nition of too many such centers.

Comprehensive Cancer Centers

must compete on themerits with

all other institutions for the can



Research Training

Environmental

Carcinogenesis

e
VI

cer research dollar. Therefore, if The most seriousmistake we have In recentmonths there has been

too many centers are recognized made in the support of our bio - an enormous increase in the pub

andwehave centerswhich cannot medical research during the lic interest in chemical carcino

compete on themerits, we will period that I have been actively genesis. This interest has now

then be in a position of having associated with this enterprise manifested itself legislatively in

recognized centers which we are was the discontinuance by OMB the Toxic Substances Act. In urg

unable to support. The fear is of the biomedical fellowship and ing theCancer Institute to devote

that, under those circumstances, training programs. It is absolutely more of its resources to environ

political pressures would be essential to our success in the can mental carcinogens, some have

broughtto bear which would force cer program and in biomedical re- greatly oversimplified the prob

the support of the Comprehen - search generally thatwebring a lem . It has been suggested that,

sive Centers at the expense of portion of our brightest young since it is generally assumed that

other institutions capable of bet people into these programs, and at least 80 % of all cancer is en

ter cancer research . The answer fellowships and training grants vironmental in origin , and since

to this perceived future problem have proved to be the most effec environmental carcinogens can be

is strictly to limit the recognition tive andmost economical ways of identified by toxicological testing,

of the Comprehensive Centers doing that. These are among the we could eliminate 80 % of the

and to recognize them only at in - best dollars we spend in terms of cancer by determining those ele

stitutions that have established value received . ments in our environment that are

academic, clinical, and scientific Fortunately, oneway or another causing the cancer and eliminat

leadership, and are clearly capa- the NCIhas been able to keep its ing them . Unfortunately , the

ble of competing on the merits. training programs going at about
problem is not that simple. We

thesame dollar level as existed be - have been able to identify and peg

fore the OMB action . However , a number of chemical carcino

the training programs of other gens, but there are undoubtedly

parts of the NIH , particularly the many thathave not yet been iden

predoctoral programs ofGMS, tified , and the scientific methods

have been adversely affected , and available to us today for identifi

that ultimately affects the cancer
cation of carcinogens are not ade

program as surely as if these pro quate to quickly and clearly

grams were in the NCI. identify the carcinogens in our

One of the worst aspects of the
environment.

training picture during the past
The best method for identifying

few years under both the Wein carcinogens today is through ani

berger Program and the National mal bioassays. These tests take

Research Training Act has been three years, require 750 labora

the on again -off again uncertainty tory animals, cost $ 150 thousand

thatcomes with definingnew pro
each , and then are often not con

grams, producing new regula
clusive. Nevertheless, the Cancer

tions, not having funds in certain
Institute hasbeen doing such test

periods, having funds in other ing for a number of years and this

periods, and putting the whole
work was greatly intensified after

research establishment in the the passage of the Cancer Act in

hurry-up-and-wait, now -you
1971. At present, NCI com

have- it-now -you -don 't posture.
mences the testing in its animal

However, we are supporting
bioassay program of 150 to 200

training substantially, and I hope carefully selected new substances

wecan get a uniform understand each year. This means that ap

ing and a uniform program that

can go on year after year without

the turbulence that has character

ized the past several years. This

has been very distressing, I

know , from the standpoint of the

institutions, and it has made for

less efficient expenditure of the

Federal dollars in this field .
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proximately 500 substances are and a small portion of the control

under test at any given time. One monies which were spenton en

of our biggest needs today is an vironmental carcinogenesis, pri

invitro test thatwould enable us to marily occupational exposure to

screen rapidly and inexpen carcinogenic substances.

sively for environmental carcino- Grants in the field of carcino

gens. The Cancer Institute has genesis included support of re

supported research in this area for search in the identification and

many years, and intensively since discovery of environmental car

1972 . Wehave several in vitro
cinogens, in the mechanisms of

tests that look very promising and action of chemicalcarcinogens in

some, such as the Ames' Test, are cluding co -carcinogens (particu -

good enough today to be useful larly viruses and chemical car-

in preliminary screening. How cinogens), and the development
ever, there are a sufficientnumber of in vitro tests for rapid and in

of in vitro tests for rapid and in -

of false positives and false negand false nega- expensive screening. The Insti-

tives to make animaltestingessen tute also supports epidemiological

tial as a backup procedure. work designed to explore cancer

The Cancer Institute will con incidence and to relate this to

tinue to support research to im - environmental factors where pos

prove these rapid and inexpensive sible .

in vitro tests and to use them to the
There is increasing cooperation

fullest extent possible in selecting
today between the NCI and the

chemicals for animal screening.
Environmental Protection

Wewant the best programs in

chemical carcinogenesis that it is
Agency, the FDA, NIOSH , and
other agencies having responsic

possible to provide and, as we are
bility for somepart of the environ

able to define effective approches,

wewill do ourbest to obtain funds
mental carcinogenesis problem .

This cooperation is being tight
sufficient to conduct whatever ened up and better formalized

programs the public interest re
under the Toxic Substances Act so

quires.
that the role of each agency will

In 1976 the Cancer Institute spent be well defined and parts of the

$ 120 million on environmental problem will not fall in the crack.

carcinogenesis . This included the The total Federaleffort must be

animal bioassay program , epi effectively coordinated . A Clear
demiological and field studies,

inghouse on Environmental Car

program in smoking and health , cinogens has been set up by the

NCI to serve as an information

center and an early warning net

work for scientists, industry,

Federal Agencies, and others con

cerned with environmental car

cinogenesis .

One discouraging aspect of the

environmental carcinogenesis

picture is our experience with

cigarettes. There is absolutely no

question that cigarettes are car

cinogenic and that the epidemic

increase in primary lung cancer

is due to cigarette smoking. A part

from those cases of lung cancer

caused by occupational carcino

gens such as asbestos, uranium ,

and certain chemicals, virtually

all the primary lung cancer oc

curs in the lungs of long- term ,

habitual smokers . It is less certain ,

but, from the epidemiological

evidence reasonably certain , that

some portion of the bladder,

esophageal, pancreatic, and head

and neck cancers are also due to

smoking. Therefore , it is clear

that a very large portion of the en

vironmentally- induced cancers

are associated with cigarette

smoking. Yet,we are not able by

law , education , or in any other

way to eliminate this carcinogen

from the environment. We have

notbeen able so far even to reduce

total use . Our only hope is that

lower tar and nicotine content

will make some contribution to

the reduced carcinogenicity of

this environmental hazard .

Willwe do better if the causative

properties of other entrenched

substances in our culture are es

tablished ? Weare not going to

eliminate the bulk of the environ

mentally - induced cancers by

eliminating those substances

which cause five orten percentof

the disease. However, wemust

pursue the identification of these

substances and the determina

tion ofhow they work, for that is a

part of the knowledge wemust

have in order to make progress

against this disease. Wemust do

our best to keep new carcinogens

from entering our environment

and to get rid of asmany as pos

sible of those that are with us.

This will not be an easy task, but

the NCIwill intensify its effort

to carry adequately its portion of

this mission .
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I would like to say a few words Thecostofmedicalcare is such an

about the biomedical research enormous and increasing expense
budget, because there is no ques- for our people and, therefore, for

tion that the combined problems the Government, that we cannot

of inflation and recession and the afford to starve the research ef

economic difficulties which con - forts which will provide us the

front us have created great pres- knowledge weneed to avoid the

sure for the reduction of Federal crushing burdens ofmedical care.

expenditures on biomedical re If it were not for the results of

search . This is one of the few past biomedical research , we

areas that can be reduced and would still be saddled today with

therefore it is a primetarget. How the horrendous costs and burdens

ever, it is my opinion , and has of tuberculosis , polio , and all of

been my advice to the President the infectious diseases which

and to the Congress that it would through the products of research

be a serious mistake to cut these have been virtually eliminated

programs in such a way as to lose from our medical picture. We

the momentum that has been es - must continue our research until

tablished . I think wemust con cancer, heart disease , stroke ,

tinueour Federal support. arthritis , multiple sclerosis, dia

Wehave had in the United States
betes , and other diseases that

in the past twenty - five years a
agonizeourpeople and fill ourhos

revolution in basic biomedical
pitals have been added , or largely

science. This has been largely due
added , to that list.

to the Federal commitment to
If any well-run business were

basic biomedical research imple- spending $ 130 billion per year on

mented through that remarkable medical care, it would be spend

institution of the Federal Govern - ing at least 5 % of that amount on

ment, the National Institutes of
research to reduce those costs.

Health , and its extraordinary
While we cannot go to that level

partnership with themedical under today's circumstances,

schools , universities, teaching
soundbusinessjudgment requires

hospitals, and research institu that wenot cut back on the

tions of this nation . This mix of present effort.

public support and private sector Finally, the Federal expenditures

initiative has made our biomedi- in biomedical research are lever-

cal research effort the envy ofthe age dollars. Hundreds ofmillions

world. It should be a national of dollars of institutional facilities

priority of the highest order to builtby ouruniversities and other

maintain the momentum of this philanthropic institutions, and

program . It may well be our na- thousands of people whose

tions most valuable contribution salaries are paid by these institu -

to human civilization during this tions, are mobilized in the cause of

period in our history. biomedical research by the rela

Unfortunately, in a free enter tively few Federaldollars that are

prise system , basic biomedical spent in stimulating this activity.

research cannot be carried for . However, stop the flow of Federal

ward on the scale that is required dollars under today 's circum

without Federal support. Profit stances,and these essential activi

incentivesare not there to support

adequate basic research in this

area, and philanthropic institu

tions, while providingmostofthe

facilities and personnel needed

for this enterprise,must have

government help in order to

stimulate their activities and to

sustain them at the level which

the public interest requires.

tieswill grind virtually to a stand

still. This wemust not do.

For thepast two years the cancer

budget has been level in constant

dollars. This has put the program
this vear under serious pres .

sure. By virtually eliminatingnew

construction , wemay be able to

get by in 1977 without too serious

damage to the program . However,

if we do not get a reasonable in

crease for 1978 , there will be a

loss ofmomentum which we can

not afford .

In conclusion , the scientific and

medical community, and all of us

connected with the program

must continue to explain at every

opportunity to the American

people and to the Congress that

the cancer program is a vast

undertaking which will require

long-term support and great pa

tience.We are still far away from

being able to put either a date or a

price tag on theultimate conquest

of cancer.Weare makingprogress

in our understanding of this

disease, and there is no question

that the benefits of our research

are increasingly available to the

American people in the form of

better treatment as time goes by .

But it is a long road that will re

quire patience and constancy on

the part of the Congress, theAd

ministration , and the public . In

fact, at this stage of our progress ,

it is true in a very real sense that

“ the goal is the course we travel

together, and the end is only the

beginning."



Appendix

International Cancer

Research Data

Bank Program

Iwould like also to update the CANCERLINE currently has

information on the progress of the three data bases which may be de

National Cancer Institute in im - scribed as follows:

plementing the provisions of the 1) CANCERLIT contains over

cancer legislation calling for the es 60,000 abstracts of published

tablishment of an International articles from more than 2000

Cancer Research Data Bank and journals, from books, from

other cancer communications proceedings of scientific

programs. meetings, and from other

The purpose of the International documents related to cancer

Cancer Research Data Bank is 1) to research . Coverage of recent

assist researchers in this country cancer-related literature is

and around the world in obtaining now very comprehensive. Be

current information about re tween 25 and 30 thousand

search that is under way and the abstracts are added to this file

progress of such research and 2 ) to
each year. Speed is em

enable practitioners to obtain the phasized and mechanisms

latest information on the diagnosis are being developed to enter

and treatmentof the various types abstracts in the file within

of cancer. The National Cancer eightweeksafter publication .

Program hasmade enormous prog 2 ) CANCERPROJ contains

ress in fulfilling the purposes of some 15 ,000 brief descrip

this provision of the Act. tions of ongoing cancer re

The core of the International Data
search projects . This data

Bank Program , the actual data
base is updated every three

bank, is a computerized informa
months.

tion retrieval system called CAN 3) CANCERPROTcontains ac

CERLINE. The hardware for this tive treatment research pro

system is located in the National tocols which are abstracted to

Library ofMedicine and is availa a common format. This file

ble to all users who have computer likewise willbe updated on a

terminal access to other " on line" regular basis at least twice a

systems at the National Library of year.

Medicine, e . g ., “Medline,” “ Tox- A fourth data base

line,” and “ Chemline." Inter CANCERCITE — is being built at

nation access is available through the present time. It will contain

twelve Medline Centers outside bibliographic citations to cancer

the U . S .
related articles published prior to

the creation of CANCERLIT .

In cooperation with the Smithso

nian Science Information Ex

change, a Current Cancer Re

search Project Analysis Center has

been established . This Center is

responsible forbuilding and main

taining the CANCERPROJ data

base , for providing to scientists

special searches and services, and

for the preparation ofSpecial List

ings. The latter are compilations of

projects in a specific subject area

which are sent to contributing re
searchers on a regular basis as part

of a current awareness service.
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Cancer Information Dissemination

and Analysis Centers have been

designated for three major re

search areas: 1) carcinogenesis , 2 )

clinical investigation , 3 ) virology,

immunology and other cancer biol

ogy .

The major product of these Cen -

ters will again be a currentaware-

ness service based on dissemina

tion ofCANCERGRAMS contain

ing abstracts of recently published

papers on specific subjects. These

will be sent automatically each

month to scientists working in the

particular subject field .

These Centers will also conduct

special searches on request, pre

pare technical bulletins on current

topics of interest,monitor the qual-

ity ofinformation in the data bases,

and evaluate the benefits and effec-

tiveness of the ICRDB services.

The ICRDB Program has im

plemented two personnel ex

change programs which permit in

dividual scientists or small groups

of investigators located in different

countries to work together for 1 to 3

weekson a common research prob -

lem . These programs are adminis -

tered by the International Union

Against Cancer utilizing a pre-

stigious panel of scientific review

ers. The operational design per

mits processing of applications

with rapid notification of the re

viewers' actions.

A number of specialprograms,pro-

jects and services are sponsored

and supportedby the International

Data Bank. These include:

The International Registry of

Tumor Immunology

The International Clearing

House of Epidemiology

The Latin American Cancer Re

search Information Program

InternationalMedical Informa

tion Center in Tokyo

Increased emphasis is being given

to international participation

through the use of existing re

sources, encouraging development

ofnew services, and by negotiating

arrangements with international

organizations and institutions for Each SPECIAL LISTING contains

collection of information , dissemi- some 130-200 descriptions of pro

nation of services, and develop jects in a specific area of cancer

ment of new services. research .

In addition to data storage and re- About 60 SPECIAL LISTINGS,

trieval, the International Research each covering a different major

Data Bank is also responsible for a area of cancer research , are pre

variety of publications as a means pared and distributed each year.

of further disseminating informa- Distribution of ICRDB Publications

tion on cancer research . Among
Most cancer- related publications

these are:
of the ICRDB Program are pre

Cancergrams pared for automatic distribution to

CANCERGRAMS provide cancer investigators working in the spec

researchers with monthly listings ific research area covered by each

of abstracts of published research publication . These investigators

results directly related to their are identified on the basis of de

current research projects. There scriptionsoftheir currentresearch

are currently some 35 different projects provided to the ICRDB

CANCERGRAMS per month , Program directly or via granting

each covering a narrow cancer re - agencies. Others can order ICRDB

search area. When the program is publications directly from :

fully implemented by the end of National Technical Information

this year, there will be 60-80 dif Service (NTIS)

ferent CANCERGRAMS 5285 Port Royal Road

monthly . These CANCER Springfield , Virginia 22161
GRAMS are distributed to about The International Cancer Re

500 scientists around the world .
search Data Bank Program has also

Each monthly issue of a CAN established Centers for Informa
CERGRAM on a specific topic

tion Dissemination and Analysis in

usually contains 15 -60 abstracts , three broad areas of cancer re

depending on the extent of re
search . These Centers are staffed

search activities in the area co by scientists and consultants who

vered by that CANCERGRAM .
have a thorough and detailed un

Oncology Overviews derstanding of the subject areas

ONCOLOGYOVERVIEWS con covered by the particular Centers.

tain selected abstracts on high
Areas of cancer research covered

interest topics, such as a specific
by the three Cancer Information

anticancer agent or a specific car
Dissemination and Analysis Cen

ters are :

cinogenic agent.

Each ONCOLOGY OVERVIEW Clinical CIDAC :

is similar to a specialbibliography Covers Cancer Detection , Diag

with abstracts and is useful for re nosis, Therapy, Rehabilitation ,

ference to all significant papers and other Clinical Aspects.

published about a specific cancer -Operated bythe M . D . Anderson

topic in recent years. Hospital and Tumor Institute ,

Special Listings of Current Cancer Houston , Texas.

Research Carcinogenesis CIDAC:
SPECIAL LISTINGS contain de - - Covers Chemical, Environmen

scriptions of current ongoing re tal, and Physical Carcinogenesis,

search projects . The descriptions
and Cancer Epidemiology

are prepared by cancer researchers
(excluding viral carcinogenesis ).

in nearly 50 different countries

around the world .



-Operated by the Stanford Re-

search Institute , Menlo Park,

California .

Virology/Immunology/Biology

CIDAC :

- Covers Cancer Virology , Im

munology, and Cancer Biology

(excluding clinical aspects ).

-Operated by the Franklin Insti

tute, Philadelphia , Pennsyl

vania .

The CIDACs provide active dis

semination of cancer research in

formation to scientists and act as

reference and referral centers for

investigators. CIDACs offer sev

eral major types of service.

These Centers for Information

Dissemination and Analysis also

prepare CANCERGRAMS in

their areas for monthly inclusion

among the CANCERGRAMS de

scribed above, and they prepare

Oncology Overviews, which are

special bibliographies containing

abstracts of recent results on

specific high - interest topics.

In addition , each CIDAC is re

sponsible for:

- Optimizing methods for index -

ing, retrieving, and summarizing

scientific information and

findings.

- Identifying and implementing

new projects to promote ex

change of technical information

between cancer researchers on a

worldwide basis .

- Identifying new results that are

of special importance and repre

sent significant progress in

specific cancer research areas.

- Providing custom searches of the

cancer literature and responding

to other specialized requests for

cancer information made by re

searchers who have no local ac

cess to on -line biomedical infor

mation services.

The International Cancer Re International Programs

search Data Bank Program also in The International Cancer Re

cludes a Cancer Research Project search Data Bank is also engaged in

Analysis Centerwhich is operated a number ofhighly effective spe

for the NCI under contract with cial international programs.

the Smithsonian Science Informa
1. Clearinghouse for Ongoing Work

tion Exchange. Themajor services
in Cancer Epidemiology. This

and publicationsof this Center in
cooperative project is supported

clude:
jointly by the ICRDB Program , the

- SPECIAL LISTINGS contain International Agency for Research

ing descriptions of more than on Cancer (IARC ) in Lyon , France,

15 ,000 currently active research and the German Cancer Research

projects in some60 different Center in Heidelberg,Germany.

specific cancer research areas. The Clearinghouse, located in

- The CANCERPROJ Data Base Lyon , collects , processes, and dis

which can be used to retrieve all seminates detailed data on re

cancer research projects on search related to cancer

specific topics in a matter of epidemiology and studies of

minutes. human cancer causation in coun

- The CLINPROT Data Base tries around the world .

The Center has prepared protocol The Clearinghouse also prepares

summaries of clinical cancer lists of epidemiology researchers

therapy protocols for use in build and resources, responds to techni

ing the CLINPROT data base.Re cal questions,and produces a series

search clinicians atmore than 500 of products and services.One such

locations in the U . S . and other product is a recurring Directory of

countries can retrieve outlines of On-Going Research in Cancer

clinical protocols dealing with
ols dealing with Epidemiology.

specific types ofcancer, anticancer 2 . International Scientist- to

agents , ormodalities. Scientist Communication . The

Comprehensive Compilations of ICRDB Program , through the In

Clinical Protocols ternationalUnion Against Cancer

A Compilation of Clinical Pro (UICC ) in Geneva, Switzerland,

tocols containing over 450 sum encourages international

marieswaspublished in June 1976 . scientist- to -scientist communica

A new edition will be published in tion through two different

mid - 1977 and will contain nearly mechanisms:

1,000 protocol summaries. The INTERNATIONAL

- Compilations of Clinical Pro CANCER RESEARCH

tocols by Organ Site . TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

- Compilations and listings of re
PROGRAM promotes direct and

search projects for use in Prog
rapid transfer of information about

ram Analysis and Management
new or improved technology or

Information Systems.
methodology between two ormore

- A six volume compilation of
investigators located in different

countries . This is accomplished by
nearly 7 ,000 cancer research

projects which was distributed
supportingshort-term visits for the

to cancer centers and resear
purpose of conductingbrief re

chers around the world .
search projects, collaborating with

a fellow investigator, or resolving

The Center also serves as a refer
discrepancies in results obtained

ence and referral center for resear
by two investigators working in

chers and provides quality control different countries.

for entries in the CANCERPROJ

data base.
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The INTERNATIONAL Cancer Program . As part of this In addition to thewide spectrum of

CANCER RESEARCH WORK project, the Pan American Health information disseminated by the

SHOP PROGRAM provides par- Organization (PAHO ) and its Reg. International Cancer Research

tial support for workshops in ional Library of Medicine in Sao Data Bank primarily for the benefit

cancer research where scientists Paulo have developed and im - of research scientists and clini

meet on an international basis. The plemented mechanisms for iden - cians, the National Cancer Insti

aimi is to increase the frequency , tifying, collecting, and supplying tute operates extensive informa

speed , and efficiency of direct in Latin American biomedical litera- tion resources through the Officeof

formation exchange among small ture and data about ongoing Cancer Communications, primar

groups of cancer investigators. cancer-related research projects in ily for the benefit of the public

These researchers, although work Latin America for input to the and , through the Cancer Control

ing in different countries, are all CANCERLINE data base at the Division for the benefit of prac

active in the same field of basic , National Library of Medicine. ticing physicians, health pro

clinical, or behavioral research re- PAHO is also editing the Spanish fessionals and the public . The

lated to cancer. and Portuguese version of the In - NCIalso supports two othermajor

3 . A Project to Promote Interna ternational Classification of Dis - facilities for enhancing cancer

tional Collaboration Between Cancer
communications. One of these is

Research Organizations. In coopera- conducting ICD -O field trials in the Cancer Information Service

tion with the International Union Latin America.
which is based in fifteen of the

AgainstCancer (UICC ) in Geneva, Additionally , PAHO is acting as
Comprehensive Cancer Centers

support is provided for a Special the focal point for updating the
and the other is the Cancer In

Committee for International Col- Latin American entries for the
formation Clearing House.

laborative Activities (CICA ) UICC directory of cancer centers The Cancer Information Service is

within the framework of the UICC . andmechanisms have been estab - primarily designed to provide in

The Executive Secretary and lished to disseminate ICRDB pub formation to health practitioners

members of CICA are providing lications and information services and to motivate them to use new

advisory, consultative, and liaison to cancer researchers in Latin cancer knowledge and technology .

services to support the interna America. Toll free regionalWATS lines op

tional activities of the United 5 . International Medical Informa- erated by the Comprehensive Cen

States NationalCancer Program inprogram in tion Center. The developmentof an ters received about 20 ,000 calls in

general, and the ICRDB Program , ICRDB-sponsored center in Japan the firstyear ofoper

in particular. has been initiated . This Center also operates a national toll free

CICA aids in the collection of data will coordinate the screening and WATS line to back up and support

about ongoing cancer research pro - collection of cancer-related infor- this regional system .

jects (including clinical protocols ) mation from Japan and Asian coun - The CIS offices are also working

from countries around the world . tries for entry into thedata bank . It with the NCI on cancer informa

CICA personnel also identify and will also include mechanisms fortion and education programs aimed

promote collaborative projects providing ICRDB publicationsand at Black Americans, American In

among cancer centers and cancer other information services to scien
dians, Spanish speaking Ameri

scientists in different countries. tists working in the Far East. cans and otherminority groups.

An International Directory of The service is reinforcing and

Specialized Cancer Research and coordinating preexisting profes

Treatment Establishments has been sional and public educational pro

published containing descriptions grams at national, regional, and

ofmore than 500 cancer centers community levels.

around the world .
The Cancer Information Clearing

4 . Latin American Cancer Research House is a serviceof the NCIOffice

Information Project. Coordinators of Cancer Communications. It col

from various Latin American coun lects and disseminates information
tries met in Sao Paulo , Brazil in on cancer for patient, public, and

November 1975 to establish this professional audiences. The

program for promoting participa Cancer Clearing House sponsors a

tion of Latin American countries in special Communications Alert

the ICRDB Program and other which is used to communicate

components of the National specific information to targeted

audiences, including cancer

related institutions and organiza
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tions, selected media ,health pro - Most of the inquiries were from In discussing communicationsone

fessionals and certain public audi- cancer patients or their families caveat is necessary. When one of

ences. A highly categorized mail- seeking assistance or treatment in our more advanced cancer centers

ing list can be utilized to alert spe- formation . A number ofnew publi- develops a treatment that is more

cial groups about pertinent issues cations have been developed to effective than those theretofore

within just a few days. This office provide the type of information available for a particular type of

maintains a speakers bureau to necessary to answer the types of cancer, it is highly desirable to get

provide public and professional inquiriesmost frequently received . this treatment into widespread use

groups access to the latest informa
During 1976 ,theNCImailedmore

as soon as possible. The public

tion on cancer, ranging from cancer

than 450,000 publications in re
tends to view this as a problem in

research to control activities. communicationsor education .Un
sponse to requests from the public .

The Office ofCancer Communica- It has distributed to the public
fortunately , this is only partially

tions also publishes and dissemi- more than 4 million copies of its
true. The complex skills ofthe sur

nates the reports of the environ - publications through a supermar
geon , the radiation therapist, the

mental carcinogenesis program 's
medical oncologist and the re

ket distribution system and

testing of compounds for cancer-
searchers which are responsible

another 100 ,000 through the Con

causing activity. Reportson the re - sumer Information Center of the
for the good results can very often

sults of the testing of a variety of General Services Administration .
be duplicated in comparable

chemicals are made each year.
medical centers , but it is very dif

These reports are of great interest
NCI scientists participated in the ficult to duplicate them in less

annual American Cancer Society

to regulatory agencies, industry,
skilled centers, community hos

Science Writers Seminar for repor- pitals ,and doctors'offices.Never
labor, consumer groups, scientists,

the press, and the public at large.
ers from newspapers, wire ser- theless, we must do the best we

vices, and periodicals, with a com - can in this area. And there is no

The Cancer Control Division has a bined circulation of tens ofmill question wehavemade greatprog

variety ofprogramswhich are de - ions. They also participated in in - ress in the past seven years.

signed for the education and train - terviews in numerous radio and

ing of physicians and health pro - television programs to communi

fessionals and it also supports de- cate information about cancer

monstration projects to enhance progress and problems to the pub

the quality of diagnosis and care. lic .

During 1976 , more than 46,000 Several NCI exhibits were shown,

letters - nearly double the 1975 including two developed spe

level - were written by the Office cifically for the Nation 's bicenten

of Cancer Communications in re- nial celebration . One of these was

sponse to inquiries. Telephone in placed in the HEW building,

quiries averaged 1,500 per month . Washington , D . C ., and the other

at Cape Canaveral. More than

850 ,000 people viewed the

exhibits, and more than 1.5 million

NCI publications were distrib

uted . Other NCI exhibits were

shown at 11 professionalmeetings,

which resulted in the distribution

of another 161,000 publications.
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